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HISTORICAL THINKING
EXPLAINATION:
HISTORICAL ANALYSIS,
ARGUMENTATION &
UNDERSTANDING
In this section of the packet, there is:
1.) An explanation of what ‘Historical Thinking’ is and how it can
be used.
2.) A spreadsheet of the various questions that each ‘Historical
Thinking Analysis’ skill entails in the form of one, very long, but
helpful mnemonic device: P.L.A.T.O. I.S. C.A.P.T.A.I.N.
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WHAT IS HISTORICAL THINKING?
“We're all familiar with historical stories we learn them from our textbooks, popular histories,
movies, documentaries, and grandparents and neighbors. Historical thinking is the reading, analysis,
and writing that’s necessary to tell these stories.
It's not only what we know about the past, it's how we know it. Because the past is hard to
retrieve, we can't travel back in time to see what happened at the Boston Massacre or at Wounded
Knee, to hear Sojourner Truth's words, or understand how César Chávez and Dolores Huerta
mobilized the Farmworkers Movement.
But thinking historically helps us get closer to that past to retrieve and construct a more
accurate picture of what happened and what it meant.”1
Historical Thinking skills can be broken down into three sub-constructs:
1.) Historical Analysis
2.) Historical Understanding
3.) Historical Argumentation
Each domain of historical thinking, as observed on page 4, is comprised of several aspects (i.e.
recognizing historical significance, sourcing analysis skills, coherence of claim & historical evidence, etc.) that
each present themselves in a series of different ways (i.e. cause & effect, authorship credibility, sufficiency
of evidence).
Recent research shows that a strong foundation of ‘Historical Analysis’ skills leads to
improvement in ‘Historical Understanding’ and ‘Historical Argumentation skills.”234 This packet
reviews helpful strategies for building Historical Analysis Skills
This section of the packet reviews four primary tenets of historical thinking analysis skills: (i.e.
Sourcing, Contextualization, Close Reading & Corroboration) and provides a mnemonic device (i.e.
P.L.A.T.O. I.S. C.A.P.T.A.I.N.) to help you remember how to navigate and analyze the past through
historical documents.

1

http://teachinghistory.org/historical-thinking-intro
Reisman, A. (2012). Reading like a historian: A document-based history curriculum
intervention in urban high schools. Cognition and Instruction, 30(1), 86-112.
3
Monte-Sano, C., De La Paz, S., & Felton, M. (2014). Reading, Thinking, and Writing about
History: Teaching Argument Writing to Diverse Learners in the
Common Core Classroom, Grades 6-12. Teachers College Press.
4
Seixas, P. (1996). Conceptualizing the growth of historical understanding.
2
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Refer to this section of the packet when writing an historical argument in a Document-Based
Question essay. A primary principle of incorporating historical thinking analysis skills is to help you
create a stronger, more sophisticated historical argument that goes beyond the obvious

DOMAIN
OF HISTORICAL THINKING FOR THE
HISTORY ASSESSMENTS OF THINKING
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SECONDARY HISTORY CURRICULUM
Appendix A
Domain of historical thinking for the secondary history curriculum
Sub-construct
Aspects
Facets
Significance
Consequential, exemplar, and point of view
Historical
Periodization
Grouping, sequence, and location in time
Knowledge
/
Historical
knowledge
Narrative
Framework, connections, an point of view
Understanding!
Historical information Recall, recognition, and evaluation of fact
Sourcing
Date, perspective of author, interest/motivation of author,
circumstances, credibility of author, genre, and knowledge
of missing information
Historical
Evaluation
of evidence Corroboration
Comparison, verification, and articulation of need
Analysis!
Contextualization
Socio-political, biographical, context of entire document,
intellectual, environmental/geo-spatial, zeitgeist, and
linguistic
Claims
Legitimate question, generalization, causality,
counterfactual, and comparison
Use
of evidence/
Evidence
Selecting appropriate evidence, sufficient evidence, and
Historical
Argumentation!
argumentation
evaluating claims
Coherence
Evidence follows claim, appropriate evidence for claim, and
address counter-argument
30#
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i.e. How reliable is this document overall?

Overall reliability of document?

-i.e. When was this document created?
- How does that impact my response to the
central historical question at hand?

Time of document?

i.e. Who wrote the document? Who was the
author writing to?
- How does the Authorship/Audience
of document impact my response to the
central historical question at hand?

Author/Audience of document?

- i.e. Where was this document created?
- How does the Location of the document
impact my response to the central historical
question at hand?

Location of document?

was this document written? For a speech?
Journal entry? Newspaper?
- How does the Purpose of the document
impact my response to the central historical
question at hand?

i.e. Why

A

P

I

Perspective of document

- i.e. How does my knowledge of the
authorship & audience of the document
impact how I interpret the content of the
document?
- How does this impact my response to
the central historical question?

Author/Audience of document

Tone of document

In many cases, some of the suggested
questions may not apply or further
your ability to respond the central
historical question. These questions are
mere reminders of various aspects
worthy of consideration when
analyzing historical information.

**DISCLAIMER**

documents?
- i.e. Do other documents offer new
perspectives that vary from the
original document? How does this
impact my response to the central
historical question?
-

New perspectives from other

documents?
- i.e. Does the document agree with
other documents? How does this
impact my response to the central
historical question?

In agreement with other

- i.e. Does the document need
another source to verify its claims
due to reliability issues?

N

document
- i.e. - i.e. What is the reasoning behind
the author’s use of a certain word? Why
did the author choose to call an event
one thing and not the other (i.e.
revolution vs. rebellion)

- i.e. What is the tone of the content of
this document? How is the author using
Social Setting? How do the social
circumstances of the document’s time period certain words, and why?
impact my response to the question at hand? - How does this impact my response to
the central historical question?

response to the central historical question at
hand?

A
AFTER READING, ASK…

Another document needed?

T

CORROBORATE

Choice of words / Context of

WHILE READING, ASK ABOUT THE….

C

CLOSE READ

- i.e. What is the main idea or
perspective of this document?
Environmental Setting? How do the
- How does this impact my response to
surrounding environmental circumstances of
the central historical question?
the document’s time period impact my

technological circumstances of the
document’s time period impact my response
to the central historical question at hand?

Technological Setting? How do the

surrounding economic circumstances of the
document’s time period impact my response
to the central historical question at hand?

Economic Setting? How do the

surrounding political circumstances of the
document’s time period impact my response
to the central historical question at hand?

- Political Setting? How do the

Settings:

Influential

T

Pupose of document? –

A
BEFORE READING, ASK ABOUT THE….

L

CONTEXTUALIZE

BEFORE READING, ASK ABOUT THE….

P

SOURCE

HISTORICAL THINKING: 4 STEPS OF ANALYZING HISTORICAL DOCUMENTS
STEP 1:(BEFORE READING) STEP 2: (BEFORE READING) STEP 3: (WHILE READING) STEP 4: (AFTER READING)
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HISTORICAL ARGUMENT
LESSON & WRITING
ASSIGNMENTS:
In this section of the packet, there is:
1.) The in-class lesson (Was Zheng-He an imperial aggressor or peacemaking ambassador?) used for the Historical Argument in a DBQ
Essay
2.) A description of the Historical Argument in a DBQ essay
assignment
3.) An exemplary, revised student example essay that incorporates the
expectations for writing a take-home Historical Argument DBQ
essay.
4.) An Avoiding the “Quote Sandwich” handout
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NAME:

BLOCK:

- CENTRAL HISTORICAL QUESTION(S) Was Zheng-He an Imperial Aggressor or Peace-Making Ambassador?
FEATURED BELOW: A statue of Zheng-He in modern day China. Source: http://www.atimes.com/atimes/China/NA26Ad01.html

LESSON OBJECTIVE(S)
1.) CREATE an argument about whether Zheng-He was an ‘Imperial Aggressor’ or ‘Peace-Making Ambassador’?
PART I: WARM UP
DIRECTIONS: Respond to the Warm Up question. Make note of any meaningful comments in the following
mini-discussion.

8

HISTORICAL CONTEXT INFORMATION
1269 - 1368 ad- Conquest of China by the Mongols, starting
the Yuan Dynasty of diverse Chinese & foreign customs
1368 – Hongwu forges a rebel army, toppling the Mongols,
pushing them back beyond the Great Wall, founding new
dynasty known as the Ming
1380 – 1400 The Ming gov.t returns Confucian ideals
to once diverse region under Mongol control
1405-1433 – Muslim Chinese Admiral, Zheng He leads
overseas voyages throughout eastern hemisphere under rule of
Emperror Yongle
1433 – Emperor Yongle dies, Ming gov.t adopts isolationist
policy under strict Confucian outlook towards trade and
officially ends the naval expeditions of Zheng-He
1500’s – Period of gov.t corruption, economic turmoil and
poor harvest bring Ming to vulnerable position
1644 – People of Manchuria, northeast to Ming Empire,
invade the weak Ming, overtake them and create the Qing
Dynasty
9

PART II: CRASH COURSE VIDEO – ZHENG HE
DIRECTIONS: Take notes in the space below to ADD to the
historical context provided on the left.
This historical information is meant to be used to build and support
your argument!
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MAP OF MING DYNASTY DURING ZHENG HE’S VOYAGES

11

MAP OF THE TERRITORIAL EXTENT OF THE MING DYNASTY
(I.E. this is as big as the Ming Dynasty got. Note** where did they empire NOT spread to)
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DOCUMENT A: Yang Rong’s Account of Zheng He in Sri Lanka
“Straight-away, their dens and hideouts we ravaged,
And made captive that entire country,
Bringing back to our august capital,
Their women, children, families and retainers, leaving not one,
Cleaning out in a single sweep those noxious pests, as if winnowing chaff from
grain...
These insignificant worms, deserving to die ten thousand times over, trembling in
fear...
Did not even merit the punishment of Heaven.
Thus the august emperor spared their lives,
And they humbly kowtowed, making crude sounds
Praising the sage-like virtue of the imperial Ming ruler.”
SOURCE: Yang Rong, 1515. Yang Rong was present on Zheng He’s voyages. Here is
is describing the confrontation in Ceylon, Sri-Lanka. Yang-Rong was a govt. official
eunuch of the Ming government.
reminders:
CENTRAL HISTORICAL QUESTION: WAS ZHENG-HE AN IMPERIAL AGGRESSOR OR PEACE-MAKING AMBASSADOR?
IMPERIAL: overpowering, domineering with intent to take & conquer land
AGGRESSOR: a person or country that attacks another first
AMBASSADOR: an accredited diplomat sent by a country as its official representative to a foreign country to improve relations between countries

DOCUMENT A QUESTIONS:

1.) How does this document frame Zheng-He: imperial aggressor or peacemaking ambassador? Why? What textual evidence supports your position?

2.) Is this a useful source (i.e. is it reliable? relevant?) Why?
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DOCUMENT B: Account of Zheng He Voyages from a Chinese Temple

“When we arrived in the distant countries we captured alive
those of the native kings who were not respectful and exterminated
those barbarian robbers who were engaged in piracy, so that
consequently the sea route was cleansed and pacified and the natives
put their trust in it.”
SOURCE: Anonymous member of Zheng-He’s voyages, 1431. The
inscription above was carved in 1431 on a new temple in the Fujian
province (the southeastern coast of China--the mainland opposite Taiwan.
reminders:
CENTRAL HISTORICAL QUESTION: WAS ZHENG-HE AN IMPERIAL AGGRESSOR OR PEACE-MAKING AMBASSADOR?
IMPERIAL: overpowering, domineering with intent to take & conquer land
AGGRESSOR: a person or country that attacks another first
AMBASSADOR: an accredited diplomat sent by a country as its official representative to a foreign country to improve relations between countries

DOCUMENT B QUESTIONS:

1.) How does this document frame Zheng-He: imperial aggressor or peacemaking ambassador? Why? What textual evidence supports your position?

2.) Is this a useful source (i.e. is it reliable? relevant?) Why?
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DOCUMENT C: 18th Century Historian from the Qing Dynasty:
Account of Zheng He in Sri Lanka
(Modified)

“In 1409 Zheng He’s fleet arrived in Sri Lanka.
The King of Sri Lanka invited Zheng He to his court
and then demanded excessive gold coins. While Zheng
He was in the court, the king sent soldiers to attack
Zheng He’s ships. Zheng He realized that with most of
the king’s army out of the capital, it was undefended.
So Zheng He ordered 2,000 of his soldiers to make a
surprise attack on the capital. They captured the king,
his wife, and other officials. When the Sri Lankan
king’s soldiers learned about the surprise attack and
attempted to fight back, they were completely defeated
by Zheng He’s forces.
Zheng He took the king, his wife, and other
captured officials back to China with him. He
presented them as captives to the Ming emperor…”
SOURCE: 1793, Based on an excerpt from a book called Ming History,
written by official historians of the Qing dynasty, the Ming’s successor
dynasty, based on records from the Ming dynasty.
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CENTRAL HISTORICAL QUESTION:
WAS ZHENG-HE AN IMPERIAL AGGRESSOR OR PEACE-MAKING AMBASSADOR?
IMPERIAL: overpowering, domineering with intent to take & conquer land
AGGRESSOR: a person or country that attacks another first
AMBASSADOR: an accredited diplomat sent by a country as its official representative to a foreign country to improve
relations between countries
DOCUMENT C QUESTIONS:

1.) How does this document frame Zheng-He: imperial
aggressor or peace-making ambassador? Why? What textual
evidence supports your position?

2.) Is this a useful source (i.e. is it reliable? relevant?) Why?
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DOCUMENT D: Ma Huan’s Account of Zheng He in Melaka (Modified)
Note: “Melaka” is also spelled “Malacca”

“When Zheng He first arrived in Melaka, there was no king. A chief
controlled it and it was under the control of Thailand. Melaka paid an annual
tribute of 48 ounces of gold, and if it didn’t pay Thailand would send men to
attack it.
In 1409 the emperor of China sent Zheng He to make the chief a king by
giving him two silver seals, a hat, a belt, and a robe. Zheng He erected a stone
tablet that declared Melaka to be a kingdom. After that Thailand did not dare to
invade Melaka.
The king of Melaka selected local products and went with his wife, his son,
and some of his chiefs on Chinese ships to the capital of China. He met the
emperor of China and presented him the products of Melaka as tribute.
After that, when the Chinese fleet arrived at Melaka, they erected a city
wall, and set up towers at four gates. At night they had patrols of police. Inside
the city walls they erected a second smaller city wall. Inside they constructed
warehouses and granaries, and all the money and provisions from the Chinese
fleet were stored there. The Chinese ships that had gone to various countries
returned to Melaka and stored the foreign goods they had gathered until the
winds were blowing in the right direction so the ships could return home to
China with all their foreign goods.”
SOURCE: 1435, Ma Huan. Based on an excerpt from a book written by Ma Huan, who
traveled as an interpreter on three of Zheng He’s expeditions. The title of the book is The
Overall Survey of the Ocean’s Shores. During his expeditions, Ma Huan took notes about
the geography, politics, weather conditions, environment, economy, local customs, even
method of punishment for criminals. Returned home on his first expedition, he began writing
a book about his expedition, the first draft of which was ready around 1416. He expanded
and modified his draft during later expeditions, the final version was ready around 1451.
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CENTRAL HISTORICAL QUESTION:
WAS ZHENG-HE AN IMPERIAL AGGRESSOR OR PEACE-MAKING AMBASSADOR?
IMPERIAL: overpowering, domineering with intent to take & conquer land
AGGRESSOR: a person or country that attacks another first
AMBASSADOR: an accredited diplomat sent by a country as its official representative to a foreign country to improve
relations between countries
DOCUMENT D QUESTIONS:

1.) How does this document frame Zheng-He: imperial
aggressor or peace-making ambassador? Why? What textual
evidence supports your position?

2.) Is this a useful source (i.e. is it reliable? relevant?) Why?
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DOCUMENT E: Historian Geoff Wade
VF: You amass evidence that Zheng He was "proto-colonialistic" (i.e. conquering /
imperialistic)and his treasure fleet was a gunboat armada. Where is the proof?
GW: The primary source material for Zheng He is in the Ming imperial annals. That
text plus those written by persons like Ma Huan, a Muslim interpreter who
accompanied him, provides all the evidence to validate the accusation.
VF: You note that Zheng He engaged in violence in Sumatra. What were his ends
and means?
GW: Clearly, this force's major threatening role - "to shock and awe" - encouraged
foreign rulers to come to the Ming court to "pay tribute"….
VF: What were the casualties?
GW: The Ming fleet reported 5,000 persons killed, 10 ships burnt and 7 captured.
Later that year, the Ming recognized the polity of Old Port. But because of the exmilitary Guangdong and Fujian Chinese who lived there, the Ming deemed it not a
separate country, but a "pacification superintendency", a common term for polities
ruled by non-Chinese on the Chinese borders. The appointed superintendent, Shi
Jin-qing, was recognized by Zheng He as the local ruler. References to this polity end
in 1430, implying its fortunes were tied to the Ming presence in Southeast Asia and
that the rulers were indeed Ming state agents.
SOURCE: Geoff Wade, 2012. Interview with “Asia Times Online,” a history
website. A senior research fellow at the Institute of Southeast Asian Studies, based in
Singapore, Wade's interests include Sino-Southeast Asian historical interactions and
related issues such as Chinese expansions and early Islam in Southeast Asia. Wade's
work includes an online database [1] that provides English translations of over 3,000
references to Southeast Asia extracted from the Ming imperial annals.
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CENTRAL HISTORICAL QUESTION:
WAS ZHENG-HE AN IMPERIAL AGGRESSOR OR PEACE-MAKING AMBASSADOR?
IMPERIAL: overpowering, domineering with intent to take & conquer land
AGGRESSOR: a person or country that attacks another first
AMBASSADOR: an accredited diplomat sent by a country as its official representative to a foreign country to improve
relations between countries
DOCUMENT E QUESTIONS:

1.) How does this document frame Zheng-He: imperial
aggressor or peace-making ambassador? Why? What textual
evidence supports your position?

2.) Is this a useful source (i.e. is it reliable? relevant?) Why?
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HOMEWORK / WRITING ASSIGNMENT:
HISTORICAL ARGUMENT IN A
DOCUMENT-BASED QUESTION ESSAY
(D.B.Q.)
NOTICE!!
**THIS IS A TAKE-HOME D.B.Q.**
BECAUSE IT IS A TAKE HOME ESSAY, THE EXPECTATIONS
INCLUDE WRITING STRUCTURE & CLARITY.
IN AN IN-CLASS D.B.Q. – THE FOCUS IS PRIMARILY UPON
YOUR ANALYSIS & OVERALL ARGUMENTATION.
In a historical argument essay, your job is to support and present a convincing argument (i.e.
claim/thesis) in response to some type of historical controversy using both:
1.) historical context information
AND
2.) document-based information
Now, this type of writing assignment is very-much-so based on your ability to think historically.
This is not just an argument-writing assignment where you simply read a document explain how it
supports your argument.
In this type of assignment, you really have to present a rich historical analysis of the provided
documents (source information, textual information, supporting documents) AND the historical context in
order to convince the reader of your position in response to the central historical question.
What this means is that you are using the available information to both support your argument
(i.e. claim/thesis), and negate the counter-argument, and using historical thinking skills (sourcing,
contextualization, close reading, corroboration, etc) throughout the whole process.
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STUDENT EXAMPLE
After a century of Mongolian conquest, a rebel army led by a man named Hongwu restored the land of
China back to the Chinese in the middle of the 14th century, beginning the 300-year rule of the Ming Dynasty. By
the early 15th century, it appeared as if the Ming Dynasty had risen to prominence, becoming both an influential
political and economic force in the eastern hemisphere of the world. Under the rule of the Ming’s Yongle
Emperor, Muslim Chinese admiral, Zheng-He, led a series of voyages with the world’s largest naval fleet at the
time in the Indian Ocean World for a period of 30 years in the early 15th century. However, upon the death of the
Yongle Emperor, the voyages suddenly stopped, and the Ming returned to its historical isolationist policies,
leaving the purpose of this odd 30-year period of overseas Chinese expeditions an unclear mystery in world history
(classnotes / John Green, ‘Indian Ocean World). Historians still debate the nature of the ‘Zheng-He Voyages,’ even
600 years after Ming ended the short-lived period of overseas travel, disputing whether the voyages were
expeditions of conquest, or demonstrations of influence designed to create a more stable trade system within the
Indian Ocean world. Given the flawed and limited nature of the surrounding evidence of this historical issue, the
true purpose of the Zheng-He voyages does not clearly present itself. However, a closer look into the evidence
from the period in question, as well as the historical context, the voyages of Zheng-He appear to be expeditions of
aggressive peace making, but not necessarily operations of Chinese imperialism.

Perhaps one of the most valuable reasons to consider, in terms of understanding that the Zheng-He
voyages were not Chinese attempts at colonization, is the sheer fact that the geographical boundaries of the Ming
Empire, during the course of its broad historical context, never expanded into the Indian Ocean World. If the
Ming had such a domineering naval fleet, then why did they not expand the boundaries of their empire into the
Indian Ocean world? Perhaps this is because extending the Ming Empire’s boundaries beyond China would
threaten the Ming’s ability to run a stable empire. Taking in new cultures into one’s empire does not necessarily
create an easy task for a government that is trying to create a stable empire.
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However, as previously stated, it is not to be thought that the Zheng-He voyages employed peaceful methods
of creating order in the Indian Ocean World. For example, in a valuable account from Yang Rong, a Ming gov.t
official present on Zheng-He’s voyages, one can see easily detect the aggression of the Ming in Rong’s description
of an encounter with the people of Sri Lanka as “insignificant worms, deserving to die ten thousand times over…”
whose “hideouts [the Ming] ravaged.” (Document A). The value of this account comes to light in the sense that
Rong was present at the time, providing a first-hand account of the encounter. Further, from a historical account
of the succeeding Qing Dynasty in the 18th century, it appears as if the people of Sri Lanka instigated the violence.
The aggression of the Ming, as described by Rong is seemingly consistent (Document C). Clearly, having only a
Chinese account of this encounter does not provide an entirely accurate depiction of the Zheng-He voyages. Yet,
one must again question the absence of any historical evidence that the Ming conquered and fully controlled the
land and people of Sri Lanka, whom were seemingly under the rule of the war-ready gov.t, as indicated by the 18th
Qing interpretation. In light of this, the view of the Zheng-He voyages as imperialistic operations does not seem to
hold up in this case.

On the other hand, historical accounts challenge the view that Zheng-He was a non-imperialistic figure in
Ming history. Historian Geoff Wade claims that in a Ming encounter in the land of Sumatra, a reported 5,000
people were killed, citing Ming traveler and interpreter Ma Huan, and Ming annals as his evidence (Document E).
While Wade’s highlighting of an economic income connection to the Indian Ocean world that ended around the
time the voyages ended does appear to depict the Ming as asserting itself in a seemingly imperialistic light, he
stands on faulty ground with Ma Huan serving as a source of his evidence. Ma Huan was working for the Ming
government, posing the possibility that a report of dominance in another part of the world would have pleased
the Ming Dynasty government who may have seen it necessary at the time to pronounce Ming dominance
throughout the region. Additionally, Ma Huan’s account of his travels of the Ming appears to have been finally
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published at least 20 years after the voyages ended. Given this issue, a series of flaws highlight the act of using Ma
Huan’s account as reliable evidence. Despite his presence during the voyages, the passage of time between the
voyages and the publishing lends itself to the possibility of exaggerated or misremembered accounts (Document
D). Additionally, if Ma Huan intended his book to sell in Chinese society, a society historically known for its
Chinese-centric view of itself in the world at the time, an account of an overseas China without dominance may not
interest its readers. More importantly, using only the Ming perspective to base his claims, Geoff Wade’s argument
remains on questionable ground. Perhaps having the perspective culture from the Indian World that Zheng-He
encountered would bolster the validity of his argument.

While it may never be answered conclusively, the available evidence from the voyages themselves, and a
look into the big historical context shines a brighter light on the possibility that Zheng-He’s voyages were
aggressive missions to pronounce a trade-stabilizing, dominant presence in the name of creating order in the
Indian Ocean World. Overall, the surrounding controversy does speak to the regional influence of the Ming
Dynasty.

TEACHER COMMENTARY:
Despite some wordiness in the introduction and a few grammatical errors here and there, the great strength of
this student’s essay is the:
1.) Structure (i.e. intro, two supporting paragraphs, a counter-claim rebuttal paragraph, and a quick conclusion)
2.) Clarity (i.e. consistently referring back to the primary claim / thesis, stylistic phrases)
3.) Analysis (i.e. the student employs the historical analysis skills of Contextualization (in paragraph #2),
Sourcing (in paragraphs #3 & #4), Close Reading (in paragraphs #4) and Corroboration (in paragraph #3)
The combination of these three strengths make for a strong, overall argument.
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THE DO’S & DON’T’S OF HISTORICAL ANALYSIS & ARGUMENTATION

AVOID THE BASIC
“QUOTE” SANDWICH!
1.) THE CLAIM: Although King Leopold II claimed that bringing civilization to
the Congo was his primary goal, evidence shows that he was actually just motivated by money.

2.) THE QUOTE:
For example, King Leopold II once
stated, “I believe having a colony in
the Congo will bring Belgium to great
prosperity and so we must have a
colony in Congo.”

3.) THE
CONCLUSION: The hypocrisy
between Leopold’s “civilization” claim and his
greedy ambition found within this quote is clear
and therefore proves that Leopold was actually
motivated by money.

THE PROBLEM: The problem with this analysis of Leopold II is that it does not take into
account any source information, contextual information, or corroborating documents. When conducting an
historical investigation and creating a historical argument the simple process of matching a quote to a claim is not
enough to create a compelling argument.
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THE DO’S & DON’T’S OF HISTORICAL ANALYSIS & ARGUMENTATION

CREATE THE RICH &
ANALYTICAL HOAGIE!
1.) THE CLAIM:

Although King Leopold II claimed that bringing civilization to the Congo was his primary goal,
evidence shows that he was actually just motivated by money.

3.) THE
SOURCING:
Leopold’s
perspective towards Congo
appears to be one of greed
& economic development
based on a
close read of this text. Yet,
an even closer look into the
document’s source &
setting highlights the view of Leopold’s true sentiment.
Leopold did not make this statement in front of a larger
audience. There is no information surrounding this
quote leading one to believe that Leopold was trying to
convince anyone or take his side. Given this
understanding, it is likely that a statement such as this
reflects a more honest sentiment of Leopold.

5.) THE CORROBORATION:
Furthering the idea that Leopold was motivated by
economic development comes from a look into Leopold’s
past. Ten years prior to Leopold’s public effort to gain a
colony, Leopold stated to his dying father in a letter, “I
will make sure that Belgium becomes an economic
powerhouse, no matter what it takes.” Essentially,
Leopold is stating, quite openly, that his primary goal,
as his father’s heir, is to develop Belgium’s economy,
regardless of any malicious approach. How else is one to
believe Leopold’s goal of bringing civilization to Congo
in light of such evidence pointing to economic
motivation?

2.) THE
QUOTE:

For example,
Leopold once stated, “I believe
having a colony in the Congo
will bring Belgium to great
prosperity and so we must
have a colony in Congo.”

4.) THE CONTEXTUALIZING
In addition, Leopold made this statement in the same
year that he gave a speech, in front of an audience from
whom he was trying to receive funding for his Congolese
colony, wherein he stated, “Bringing civilization to
Congo is my primary goal.” To truly gauge the
reliability of this statement, one must consider the
context in which it was made. In the private letter,
Leopold claims to want a colony in Congo for economic
reason. Yet, in public, he claims he wants to civilize
Africa. This duality of sentiments based on context
damages the reliability of Leopold’s words, especially in
a context when he would more likely have something to
lose in front of a public audience..

6.) THE CONCLUSION:

The hypocrisy
between Leopold’s “civilization” claim and his greedy ambition
found within this quote is clear and therefore overwhelmingly
suggests that Leopold was actually motivated by money.

THE VALUE: The value of this analysis is in its effort to go beyond simply quoting & restating what the
concrete content of the document offers. The analysis argues with more conceptual & abstract information gleaned
from the source & contextual information, as well as corroborating documents.
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HISTORICAL ARGUMENT
OUTLINE & STYLISTIC PHRASES
In this section of the packet, there is:
1.) An outline of how to structure your historical argument in a
Document-Based question TAKE HOME essay**in an in-class
essay, the expectation is focused on analysis and argumentation, not
entirely on clarity & structure
2.) A set of stylistic phrases (SENTENCE STARTERS) to use
when writing your essay
3.) A list of “Contingent Language / Non-deterministic Language”
Phrases
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HISTORICAL ARGUMENT WRITING
ESSAY OUTLINE
The outline below is designed to help you organize your thinking and planning for structuring your essay.
Your final product should not simply be a response to each of the steps below. You are still responsible for
creating an essay that is fluid and clear. Do not let the outline below force you to create a rigidly worded essay.
INTRODUCTION (approximately 6 sentences)
(1.) Recap the event or issue (include who, what, when, and where)
(2.) Explain or ask the central historical question.
(3.) Explain why people disagreed about the dilemma or events.
(4.) Write an answer (claim statement) in response the central historical question, beginning your answer with
the word “Although...”
SUPPORTING PARAGRAPH #1 (approximately 8 sentences)
(1) Introduce your argument
(2.) Look to your evidence pool, and introduce the strongest piece of evidence (ie document title, topic, type, etc) that
supports your argument
(3.) Introduce your strongest use of evidence that will convince a skeptic of your argument AND state who/where
this evidence comes from.
(4.) Explain how your evidence (sourcing-based, contextualization-based or close-reading-based) supports your argument
by judging the the author’s reliability OR (b) the influence of context OR (c) the quality of the author’s claim(s)
COUNTER-CLAIM REBUTTAL PARAGRAPH (approximately 6 sentences)
(1.) Look to your evidence pool and introduce the strongest reason working against your argument
(2.) Introduce a piece of evidence **(IF AVAILABLE!)** that someone who has the opposite perspective might agree with. **IF THERE
IS AN ABSENCE OF EVIDENCE ON THE OTHER SIDE, THAT IS A POINT OF ARGUMENTATION FOR A REBUTTAL**

(3.) Rebut or reject the opposing evidence by explaining your judgment of (a) the author’s reliability OR (b) the
influence of context OR (c) the quality of the author’s claim(s)
CONCLUSION (approximately 4-5 sentences)
(1.) Restating your answer (claim statement) to the historical question by comparing the two documents
(2.) Connect your ideas to what the topic may implies about the greater historical context (historical significance, historical
period, change & continuity over time)
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STYLISTIC PHRASES FOR WRITING HISTORICAL ARGUMENTS
**The phrases below are in place only as potential ideas for you when writing your essay.**
INTRODUCTION
POTENTIAL SENTENCE STARTERS
(1.) Recapping the event or issue
- “In [day, month, year, or century], the [event/issue] in [location]…
(example – In January of 1921, the debate over women’s rights skyrocketed in the
state of Missouri)
- “In a [date of document] [type of document] to [in tended audience]
(example. – In a 1921 letter to Thomas Edison…)
(2.) Explaining or asking the
- “The primary question at hand is….”
central historical question
- “Resulting from the event/issue one must beg the question….”
(3.) Explaining why people
- “The disagreement existed around the fact that…”
disagreed about the event/issue
- “Conflict over [event/issue] existed because…”
(4.) Writing an answer in response - “Although [explain other side of the argument], a closer look at the
to the central historical question
available evidence suggests/reveals/highlights the idea…”
- “While one could believe that [explain the other side of the argument], one
must consider the fact that….”
-“Regardless of [other side of the argument]…available evidence suggests…”
SUPPORTING PARAGRAPH #1
POTENTIAL SENTENCE STARTERS
(1.) Introducing your argument
- “In a close analysis of the available historical evidence, [state your position]
- “The existing evidence…”
- “After close examination of evidence from both sides….”
(2.) Introducing the strongest
- “[Name of person or groups]’ speech, diary, letter provides one with several
piece of evidence (ie document title, reasons why [something about the controversy/debate] happened
topic, type, etc) that supports your
- “A valuable reason to consider why [your argument] is worthy of
argument
consideration is [explain an idea that supports your thinking]
(3.) Introducing your strongest use YOU CAN M AKE A:
SOURCING-BASED ARGUM ENT:
of evidence

- “One should only have to consider who [author of document]…in order to
understand [your argument]
- “In consideration of [author of document’s background/audience of document/ purpose/
location / date of creation of document] …one can see how…
OR - CONTEXTUALIZATION-BASED ARGUM ENT
- “In order to understand (your argument) one must look at the surrounding
circumstances….”
- “Looking at the historical context brings (your argument) to light”
- With only a look into the timeframe of the event, one can see…”
OR - CLOSE READING-BASED ARGUM ENT
- “In [name of location/date], [name of person] wrote/stated that…”
- “In [name of location/date], [name of group of people declared/commented..

(4.) Explain how your evidence
(sourcing-based, contextualization-based or
close-reading-based) supports your
argument by judging the:
(a) author’s reliability OR
(b) the influence of context OR
(c) the quality of the author’s claim(s)

SOURCING-BASED EVIDENCE
- [Author of document’s background / audience of document / purpose of document /
location of document / date of creation of document] gives the impression that [your
argument] because…
- “Noting how [Author of document’s background / audience of document / purpose of
document / location of document / date of creation of document] illustrates this view
because…
- “One can rely on this [author name] because..”
- “The value of [author]’s perspective comes to light when….”
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SUPPORTING PARAGRAPH #1 (continued)
POTENTIAL SENTENCE STARTERS
(4.) Explain how your evidence
CONTEXTUALIZATION-BASED EVIDENCE
(sourcing-based, contextualization- “Compared to other people’s views at the time/in this place, one can
based or close-reading-based) supports believe the idea that that (state your argument) because…”
your argument by judging the:
- “Given what else was going on at this time/place, the author’s argument
seems to be valid because…”
(a) author’s reliability OR
- “Considering the surrounding circumstances…., it is plausible to believe
(b) the influence of context OR
[your argument] because…”
(c) the quality of the author’s
- “In light of the context of [event/issue], one must consider…, the idea that
claim(s)
[your argument] is worthy of consideration because…”
CLOSE READING-BASED EVIDENCE
- “The author’s claims are convincing because…”
- “This tone of {textual evidence} suggests the idea that {your argument}
because”
- “The author supports this point by claiming that…”
- “The author backs up their claims by stating…”
(5.) Corroborate your evidence (if CORROBORATING / CROSS-CHECKING EVIDENCE
possible) with another document
- Other perspectives of the issue support this account…
- ConfIicting accounts offer a different view of the issue…
**ADDING TO WHAT YOU
- “Another reason why this is worthy of consideration is that…
HAVE ALREADY WRITTEN**
- “Moreover…”
- “Further…”
- “In addition…”
COUNTER-CLAIM REBUTTAL PARAGRAPH
(1.) Introducing the strongest
- “However…”
reason against your argument
- “It may also be argued that…”
- “While…”
- “Yet, (name of person/event suggesting an opposing view) shows or illustrates…”
(2.) Introducing a piece of
evidence that someone who has
- **SEE SECTION #4 OF SUPPORTING PARAGRAPH #1 FOR IDEAS**
the opposite perspective might
agree with
(3.) Rebutting or rejecting the
- “Regardless, this evidence is primarily not useful because…”
opposing evidence
- “However, this position is flawed because of the fact that…”
- “Yet, the weakness in this evidence is…”
- “Still, this position is problematic because…”
CONCLUSION
(1.) Restating your claim statement

(2.) Connecting your ideas to what
the debate implies about the
historical context

- “When all of the facts on both sides are considered, one is left with the impression
that… {your argument)”
- “While it may never be answered conclusively, the available evidence suggests…”
- “In light of the evidence, one might conclude…”
- “In summation, in evaluating the available evidence, it appears…
- “Overall, the controversy implies that…”
- “The existence of the dilemma further suggests that…”
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CONTINGENT / NON-DETERMINISTIC LANGUAGE
In an historical investigation of this size, wherein there is a limited amount of available information, it is
important to show the reader that you are aware of the limitations of the claims that you can make. In many cases,
student often use language such as, “This quote PROVES the Galileo was a heretic,” or “This single act obviously shows
that the German people wanted a Nazi dictatorship.”
While this type of language does convey a sense of confidence, it loses its connection to historical
argumentation when it overlooks the flawed nature of the vast majority of historical information. Additionally, it
conveys an over-confidence, or sloppy sense of awareness for the historical evidence that is being used to support
one’s historical argument.
In many historical investigations that turn out to be professionally written history books, historians are
STILL employing contingent / non-deterministic language to convey their point. For example:
1.) “However, as suggested by the testimony of some eyewitnesses and the reports of German consuls in the
area….” (Taner Akcam, The Young Turks’ Crime Against Humanity, page 190)
2.) “If (as some would claim) all ceremonial works to sustain the existing social and political order, these
performances did so in most devious ways. It is a perilous business to assert over close to half a millennium and
vast cultural distance what the Mexica saw….It is nonetheless difficult to see these enactments as directly
legitimating the Mexica (Inga Clendinnen, Aztecs, page 236)
3.) “There seems to have been a shared resove not to talk about the issues of finance…What argues most
effectively against a political deal of any kind was the fact that the verdict to absolve Baratieri…” (Raymond Jonas,
The Battle of Adwa: African Victory in an Age of Empire, page 300)
4.) “A civilian was more likely to be competing for the daughter of his collector, or the local Colonel, or –
perhaps less competition – a local missionary.” (David Gilmour, The Ruling Caste, page 282)
If historians, who come to historical investigations with thousands and thousands of evidence that has
been highly scrutinized, are still employing non-deterministic language that avoids absolute assertions, then, it is
important that this type of language is prevalent in mini-historical investigations such as the ones we do in class.
This gives the impression to your reader that you have a command over the information your are using to support
your historical argument.
Put simply, we want to strive to avoid using overly-deterministic language , especially when there is weak,
little, or no evidence in support of the statement. This is to create a sensible response given the nature of the
assignment at hand. We are not conducting intensive research. Using heavy-handed, overly deterministic language
like, "This proves…" can give the impression that there is a false understanding of the available information.
However, this is not to disavow the use of deterministic language. It is important to know that this is not a
case of “crack-pot claims” where NOTHING is a fact and there can be no truths in life. Our aim is to create a
sophisticated argument that demonstrates the best-case explanation, given the provided historical information (i.e.
historical contexts and documentary evidence)
EXAMPLED ON NEXT PAGE ! !
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EXAMPLES OF NON-DETERMINISTIC / CONTINGENT LANGUAGE
**THE USE OF THIS LANGUAGE VERY-MUCH-SO DEPENDS ON THE AMOUNT OF SUPPORT
THERE IS FOR YOUR POINT OF ARGUMENTATION**
“The evidence suggests…”
“The evidence seemingly points to the idea that…”
“It appears to be the case that….”
“The story gives the impression that…”
“This does not necessarily mean that…”
“Perhaps….”
“If….”
In many cases, one way to correct a common case of overly-deterministic / assuming language that rests on weak, and/or little
to no evidence is to avoid phrases like, "This clearly shows that…," or "This proves…"
AVOID: "As Columbus' personal secretary, Mario would have wanted to write a more positive account of Columbus.
FOLLOW: "As Columbus' personal secretary, it is LIKELY that Mario would have wanted to write a more positive account
of Columbus.
OR
AVOID: "The Germans must have been emotionally ruined."
FOLLOW: "Given the nature of the powerful status of the Germans, one COULD see how the German people would have
been emotionally ruined…." or "PERHAPS the political turbulence of the time created an element of emotional ruin in German
society…."
OR
AVOID: "The king was cruel to his people in the famine period. This shows that he was more of a brutal dictator than a
democratic leader."
FOLLOW: "The cruelty of the King during the famine period, as evidenced in the King's journal, SUGGESTS that he may
have been more of a brutal dictator than a democratic leader.
OR
AVOID: "The Mughal Emperor, Akbar, was the strongest emperor that the empire had ever seen."
FOLLOW: "Historical evidence SUGGESTS that Akbar was likely the most influential
emperor in Mughal history."
OR
AVOID: "The Koreans signed the Eulsa Treaty because they were afraid of a Japanese military invasion."
FOLLOW: "Korea MAY have signed the Eulsa Treaty out of fear. Considering Korea's weak military and Japan's advanced
industrial military, it is plausible that Korea could have the Eulsa Treaty out of intimidation."
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HISTORICAL ARGUMENT IN A
TAKE-HOME DBQ ESSAY RUBRIC
In this section of the packet, there is:
1.) an explanation of the criteria for success in writing a historical
argument in a take-home DBQ essay
2.) rubric to guide your thinking and writing
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HISTORICAL ARGUMENT WRITING
GOAL GUIDELINE
STRUCTURE

CLARITY

ANALYSIS

- Student structures their essay - Student incorporates multiple - Student uses evidence that is
in a format that is recognizable stylistic phrases of historical
relevant to the argument
and easy to follow
argument writing
- Student fully explains the
- Student opens their essay
- Student avoids deterministic value of the selected evidence
with a brief, well-worded &
language and employs
ordered introduction
hypothetical language when
- Student considers sourcingnecessary
based information as a way to
- Student follows their
use evidence to support
introduction with a supporting - Student creates transitions
argument
paragraph that is structured in between main points & ideas
OR
a format that is recognizable
in a manner that is not
- Student considers
and easy to follow
confusing
contextualization-based
information as a way to use
- Student follows their
- Student uses specific,
evidence to support argument
supporting paragraph with a
historical language and avoids OR
rebuttal paragraph, addressing vague and general language
- Student considers closethe opposing argument in a
such as “they,” “them,”
reading-based information as
format that is recognizable and “he/she,” etc.
a way to use evidence to
easy to follow
support argument
- Student reinforces their ideas
- Student ends their essay with with relevant examples that
- Student corroborates
a concise, well-worded &
explicitly connect and explain argument with another
ordered introduction
how the example
document or historical
illustrates/proves their point
knowledge
- Student is concise in their
writing and avoids using too
many words to explain their
point

- Student addresses and
analyzes the weakness of
evidence supporting an
opposing perspective
- The overall argument is
sound, non-semantic-based
and founded on relevant
evidence
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- Student is concise in their writing and avoids using too many words to
explain their point throughout most of the essay
- Student uses evidence that is relevant to the argument

- Student incorporates multiple stylistic phrases of historical argument writing in
a manner that is authentic and/or clarifies the writing

- Student creates transitions between main points & ideas in a manner that
further enhances the reader’s understanding

- Student uses rich, relevant and specific, historical language and avoids vague
and general language such as “they,” “them,” “he/she,” etc.

- Student reinforces their ideas with rich, relevant and specific examples that
explicitly connect and explain how the example illustrates/proves their point

- Student is exceptionally concise in their writing and avoids using too many
words to explain their point throughout the essay
- Student uses evidence that is explicitly relevant to the argument (i.e. there is no
doubt that the evidence is relevant)
- Student fully explains the value and/or useful nature of the selected evidence,
leaving nothing unquestioned about the evidence

CLARITY GOAL #1:
STYLISTIC PHRASES

CLARITY GOAL #2:
TRANSITIONS

CLARITY GOAL #3:
SPECIFIC LANGUAGE
USE
CLARITY GOAL #4:
EXAMPLES &
EXPLANATION
CLARITY GOAL #5:
CONCISION
ANALYSIS GOAL #1
RELEVANT EVIDENCE
ANALYSIS GOAL #2:
EVIDENCE VALUE
EXPLANATIONS
ANALYSIS GOAL #3:
HISTORICAL THINKING
SKILLS

OVERALL ARGUMENT

ANALYSIS GOAL #5
VARIED USE OF
HISTORICAL THINKING
SKILLS
HISTORICAL
KNOWLEDGE

ANALYSIS GOAL #4:
EVALUATION OF
EVIDENCE WEAKNESS

- Student reinforces their ideas with relevant examples that connect and/or
explain how the example illustrates/proves their point

- Student ends their essay with a concise, well-worded & ordered conclusion that
is exceptionally easy to follow

STRUCTURE GOAL #5:
CONCLUSION

- The overall argument of the essay is sound and not convoluted

- Student demonstrates an understanding of relevant historical information
that is crucial to understanding the topic at hand. The amount of historical
detail involved in the argumentation is indicative of the student's
engagement with some outside classroom material. The student
demonstrates a mix of general and specific historical detail.

- Student demonstrates an incredibly comprehensive understanding of all
relevant historical information crucial to understanding the topic at hand. The
amount of historical detail and terminology involved in the argumentation is
indicative of the student's engagement with outside reading and other facets of
classroom content material. No minor detail is left out of the argument.

- The overall argument of the essay is sound and not convoluted, requiring little
to no need for further explanation or existing outside evidence

- Student uses a variety of historical thinking skills to support argument and
/ or rebut opposing argument

- Student addresses and analyzes the weakness of evidence supporting an
opposing perspective in a manner that is convincing to the reader

- Student clearly considers sourcing-based information as a way to use
evidence to support argument
OR
- Student clearly considers contextualization-based information as a way to
use evidence to support argument
OR
- Student clearly considers close-reading-based information as a way to use
evidence to support argument

- Student explains the value and/or useful nature of the selected evidence

- Student creates transitions between main points & ideas in a manner that
is not confusing

- Student incorporates multiple stylistic phrases of historical argument
writing

- Student ends their essay with a concise, well-worded & ordered conclusion
that is easy to follow

- Student follows their supporting paragraph with a rebuttal paragraph,
addressing the opposing argument in a format that is recognizable and easy
to follow

- Student follows their introduction with a supporting paragraph that is
structured in a format that is recognizable and easy to follow

- Student correctly and consistently uses a variety of relevant historical thinking
skills that successfully support and / or rebut the opposing argument

- Student clearly and correctly considers sourcing-based information as a way to
use evidence to support argument when applicable
AND
- Student clearly and correctly considers contextualization-based information as a
way to use evidence to support argument when applicable
AND
Student clearly considers
AND
- Student clearly considers close-reading-based information as a way to use
evidence to support argument
- Student explicitly addresses and analyzes the weakness of evidence supporting
an opposing perspective in a manner that is exceptionally convincing to the
reader

- Student uses historical language and avoids vague and general language
such as “they,” “them,” “he/she,” etc. throughout most of the essay

- Student follows their introduction with a supporting paragraph that is
structured in a format that is immediately recognizable and exceptionally easy to
follow
- Student follows their supporting paragraph with a rebuttal paragraph,
addressing the opposing argument in a format that is immediately recognizable
and exceptionally easy to follow

STRUCTURE GOAL #3:
SUPPORTING
PARAGRAPH
STRUCTURE GOAL #4:
REBUTTAL PARAGRAPH

- Student opens their essay with a brief, well-worded & ordered introduction

- Student opens their essay with a brief, well-worded & ordered introduction that
clearly outlines the structure of the whole essay

STRUCTURE GOAL #2:
INTRODUCTION

PROFICIENT
- Student structures their essay in a format that is recognizable and easy to
follow.

HISTORICAL ARGUMENT ESSAY RUBRIC

EXEMPLARY
- Student structures their essay in a format that is immediately recognizable and
exceptionally easy to follow.

ESSAY COMPONENT
STRUCTURE GOAL #1:
OVERALL FORMAT
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- Student demonstrates a general understanding
of relevant historical information that is crucial
to the understanding the topic at hand. The
amount of historical detail is minimal, but
explanatory. There is a display of a general
understanding for the timeframe surrounding
the topic. The work is indicative of a vague
understanding for classroom reading and
discussion material.
- The overall argument is somewhat convoluted
and requires deep consideration of explanation

- Student attempts to address and analyze the
weakness of evidence supporting an opposing
perspective but fails to do so in a convincing
manner
- Student repeats the use of only one historical
thinking skill

- Student writing could be more concise and/or
is wordy at times.
- Student uses evidence that is seemingly
relevant
- The value of the selected evidence has to be
inferred by the reader because it is only partially
explained
- Student attempts to employ historical thinking
into their analysis but falls short of doing so in a
relevant manner

- Student reinforces their ideas with relevant
examples more often

- Student sporadically incorporates stylistic
phrases of historical argument writing and could
have used more
- Student creates transitions between main
points & ideas that in a manner that is
somewhat confusing
- Student sporadically uses specific language and
is occasionally vague

- Student follows their introduction with a
supporting paragraph that is structured in a
format that is not entirely easy to follow
- Student follows their supporting paragraph
with a rebuttal paragraph that that is structured
in an unrecognizable format that is somewhat
difficult to follow
- Student ends their essay with a conclusion that
is lacks a familiar order or format

EMERGING
- Student structures their essay in a format that
strays at points from prescribed format in a
manner that is not easy to follow
- Student opens essay in a manner that lacks
brevity or an easy-to-follow order

- The overall argument is weak
and convoluted

- Student demonstrates a cursory
understanding of relevant
historical information that is
crucial to understanding the topic
at hand. The work is indicative of
a neglect for classroom reader
material.

Student does not use a variety of
historical thinking skills

- Student does not attempt to
address opposing evidence

- Student does not attempt to
employ historical thinking into
their analysis

- Student does not use language
that is relevant
- Student does not explain the
value of the selected evidence

Student does not reinforce their
ideas with relevant examples
and/or at all
- Student is not concise

BASIC
- Student structures essay in a
format that is unrecognizable and
difficult to follow
- Student opens essay with an
introduction that does not meet
the requirements
- Student follows their
introduction with a confusing
supporting paragraph
- Student structures their
supporting paragraph with a
rebuttal paragraph that is
confusing and difficult to follow
- Student does not end their essay
with a conclusion at all or does so
in a confusing manner
- Student does not incorporate
stylistic phrases of historical
argument writing
- Student creates transitions
between main points & ideas in
manner that is confusing
- Student writing is vague and
ambiguous

